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About This Game

Contact the author: https://jakubklementewicz.com/

Voxelaxy (the combination of two words: Voxel & Galaxy) is a space survival game, where the player plays as an astronaut. His
spaceship, which he calls ''Mouse'', has been destroyed suddenly by a missile. He had to land in an emergency on the Unknown
Planet. Using only a limited set of tools, you have to survive in a hostile environment. Crafting oxygen and finding food seems

almost impossible... Are you ready?

The Unknown Planet

You have landed on The Unknown Planet. What will you do now? Have you thought of anything? The map in the game is
generated randomly, so every player has got his own unique world.

What's your plan for the economical use of land?

Survive!

Voxelaxy’s Planet isn’t a natural environment for a human. You have to try to survive all the time. The world is full of minerals,
resources and monsters. Your attention must be at the highest level. Your first steps in Voxealxy decide about your whole game,

so every decision you made should be considered.
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Oxygen!

The Astronaut can live days without food, long hours without water, but 2 minutes without Oxygen is truly dangerous. I know
that you would like to craft weapons and discover new technologies, but first, you should focus on trying to craft Oxygen.

Mining

The Unknown Planet has got a wide range of minerals you can mine. Minerals in the Voxelaxy are the most important things
you should focus on while living here. Mining them will be a part of your life. You can do that only using Drill. I mean, if you

lose it, you will not be able to mine anything.

Mobs

Mobs are the part of the Planet’s Environment. They are full of substances and materials that you will not find anywhere else, so
hunting them down can benefit.
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Crafting

Crafting is one of the most important things while living on the Unknown Planet. Use special tables to create new things.

Melting

It is the process of heat treatment of resources.

Crushing

It is the process of crushing resources in order to reduce the size or change the form of them.
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Feel free to contact me:
https://www.facebook.com/Voxelaxy/

https://twitter.com/jklementewicz
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Title: Voxelaxy
Genre: Action, Adventure, Simulation
Developer:
Jakub Klementewicz
Publisher:
Jakub Klementewicz
Release Date: 18 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit, Windows 8 64-bit, Windows 8.1 64-bit, Windows 10 64-bit,

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1gb or more

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Polish
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This game is fun and forgiving on those VR sensative stomachs. This game is fun it is just as much fun watching someone else
play as they dodge and shoot wildly. The Gun physics are great. The Graphics are cartoonish and fun, with a great story and
humor. The downside I found is the two handed weapons can be difficult at times, make sure VR sensors are placed well. so
your not covering a control from view. So far one of my Fav VR experiences.. I'm not sure why this game has so many negative
reviews, because it's not a terrible game. It's not the greatest game ever, but it's at least entertaining.

This is my first game of this series, and so far, I like it. In terms of a managment simulator, it seems to be solid. And there is
some areas that could use some improvement (such as customization of both your company and restaurants), but those aspects
aren't so bad that it's not enjoyable.

If you like managment simulators, I would say to at least give it a try.. Super intresting story, loved the cut scenes art styles, not
to challenging fights, hungry for more!. I really like this game, they put alot of effort in this cartoon style for defence. There are
several ways to win of course depending what type of person you are. There are several levels. I like the music that was used for
the game. It a casual game that is less then a dollar. You get your money's worth for sure. Plus I am a huge fan of tower defence
games, and this seems to fit the bill. Though I concentrated building LOTS of boats. It's simply just a fun cute little game :).
A++++++

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=cmrvjeNjvZ0. Pros:
- Fast-paced gameplay, requires mostly macro skills and multitasking.
- Not many units, but each one servers its purpose, nothing is left out
- If you liked the previous games – this one won’t disappoint you either.
- If you are nostalgic about late 90’s - early 2000 RTS era, that’s the game to check out. It’s like Red Alert 2 in space.
- Distinct graphic style (not for everyone), which makes the game engaging and aesthetically pleasing to play
- Shortcuts for every building (I mean, it’s not surprise anymore, but if you’ve played red alert – you know that one feature was
missing there).

Cons:
- Campaign starts somewhat slow (not much unit variety)
- Old-time strategy feel. If you disliked C&C series (before RA3) – the game will probably disappoint you too.
- Sometimes AI feels a bit dumb

Should you get it? Hell yes. A+, would recommend.

Here's my full video review:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K4FH1qnwdJI. Way way way way way way excetera too short.

Refunding because I have limited funds and want to spend them on something that doesn't take 20 minutes to complete (I
replayed all the missions again and failed on purpose. Really is a shame because the actual gameplay is so incredibly cool but not
enough replayability to be worth the money.

Also the lack of music makes the play seem kinda lboring so do what I did and play the song that Quicksilver listens to when
running in Days of Future Past.
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In short: love the gameplay, hate the package.
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IN SOVИET ЯUSSIA WE ALWAYS PLAY SAMOLIOTIK AND DRINK VODKA
MY BEAR LIKE IT VERY MUCH
I LIKE WEAR USHANKA AND KILL HITLER EVERY DAY
IT'S TIME TO PRAY STALIN
10 VODKA/10 VODKA. Pretty bland. uses alot of stock RPG maker parts, a generic "silent protagonist" to save time, and you
know. lack of writing skills.

actual in game dialogue is like 50 total lines.
actul story dosent exist. hits you with the egeneric "main character is the cause of this" literally immediately after talking about a
"heart of the castle" or whatever.

has some specially drawn scenes, like 3 or 4 of them. but they ALL look terrible. my favorite is how the final boss gets his own
little intro image. and it looks absolutely nothing like his in game sprite.

literally copies the main castle map from The Fairy, The Succubus, and The Abyss. dosent even TRY to rearange it any.

gameplay is okay, but to grind monsters(which youll never need to do since every enemy can be killed in at most, 2 hits. final
boss included.) you have to leave the dugeon and return. game has no balance whatsoever, as soon asyou get tripple triad or
whatever the hell its called, its GG. you win.

its an okay rpg maker generic low effort game. for free. ITS NOT WORTH PAYING FOR. THIS ISNT EVEN UP TO
LAXIUS POWER STANDARDS.. A very basic vertical scrolling shoot em up that relies heavily on memes and throwing
random things at you as its main feature. The controls are okay, there is no variation in enemies or even bosses as all normal
enemies just come vertically down the screen, nothing fires at you. The bosses are a bit different in the stay on screen until
destroy and wobble about trying to back you into a corner with the normal enemies that keep coming during the boss fights.
Each stage will have a new shaped enemy and boss but the all behave the same way throughout the game, so there is little
variation.

There are a few different bonuses to pick up - allowing you to fly faster, shooter faster or triple shot, etc., but apart from that
there is no real depth here, and nothing really to recommend it unless you are easily amused by the memes/randomness thrown
at you.. People hate this DLC because essentially you're eing charged not to die. Looking past that though, it is a great add-on to
the game. I like the idea of The Lone Wanderer becoming a member of The Brotherhood Of Steel. Plus it adds side quests as
well level 30. I'd say 8\/10 and, unfortunatly because of the original ending, a must have.. opening good, the rest boring. great
game, but not for the feint of heart (THIS GAME IS FREAKIN HARD).. after a long time i finaly beat this game and trust me
it is harder than it looks, i think this game diserves a lot more attention that it is getting.
its sad because its really just luck if these sort of inde games become popular. There are lots of inde horror games like this that
get huge amounts of attention on youtube because one youtuber plays a game, then fans recommend that game to other
youtubers who play it, then even more youtubers play that game because they saw someone else play the game and they think it
would make for a good video, it crates a domino affect of popularity. Im not saying this is a bad thing but it sort of means that
you just have to get a little bit lucky. it means that a lot of games that are really good like this one will not be as popular because
they are not picked up and advertised by youtube gamers. Let me give an example, recently a game by the name of baldi's basics
in education and learning was picked up and played by youtubers and became very popular though a big wave of popular gaming
youtubers playing it. You my or my not have herd of it but a LOT of youtubers played it. Others may disagree but I don’t think
it was a very good game, it was ok, but it didn’t bring anything new to the table, it wasn’t very well scary and the gameplay was
very RNG based and not really entertaining. You may disagree but they only reason it gained popularity was because one
youtuber played it and others followed suit.

Anyway this is a really cool game, you should buy it if you don’t mind a big challenge.. A buggy, incomplete, flash game; shorter
and less polished than free flash games... with no update in sight.
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